
Imaginative writing

Learning intention: to be able to create a text using a stimulus/to be able to create 
interesting description. 

What will we do?
We will use the images you have viewed on the site to inspire an imaginative piece of writing.  You will 
use a variety of writing techniques to help make your writing interesting and effective.  You can choose 
from the following options:

From shore to shore activity 3  

Skills for learning, life and 
work
• Reading

• Working individually

• Written communication

• Making decisions

• Creating interesting description

• Proof reading and editing

1. A diary entry written from the perspective of one of 
the people in the image. 

2. A story opening using the place in the image as your 
setting.

3. A dramatic script which brings the events of the 
image to life, including dialogue and stage directions. 



ACTIVITY 3  
IMAGINATIVE WRITING

From shore to shore   
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Success Criteria for activity 3

Diary entry

For all three options – check writing for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and grammar and 
edit if required.

Story opening Dramatic script

To be successful I will have:

1. Used an image from the 
collection to inspire a diary 
entry.

2. Written in 1st person from 
the perspective of a person 
in the image. 

3. Created interesting 
description using imagery, 
varied word choice, varied 
sentence structure. 

4. Considered the five senses 
in my description of place/
events/people. 

5. Used the correct structure 
for writing using paragraphs 
and a date/day as the 
heading. 

6. Written at least 300 words. 

To be successful I will have:

1. Used an image from the 
collection to inspire a story 
opening.

2. Written in 3rd person and 
past tense. 

3. Created interesting 
description using imagery, 
varied word choice, varied 
sentence structure. 

4. Considered the five senses 
in my description of place/
events/people. 

5. Used the correct structure 
for writing using paragraphs 
and a story title. 

6. Written at least 300 words. 

To be successful I will have:

1. Used an image from the 
collection to inspire a 
dramatic script.

2. Created a stage direction 
to set the scene at the 
beginning of my script using 
interesting description of 
place.

3. Described actions and 
setting in stage directions 
throughout. 

4. Used the correct structure 
for writing a script - 
character names to indicate 
dialogue. 

5. Written at least 300 words. 


